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The introduction of aquatic invasive species (AIS) has been shown to 
be one of the biggest threats to biodiversity globally, and can cause a 
myriad of impacts from degradation of water quality to changes 
within the food web (Environment Canada). The Christina Lake 
Stewardship Society (CLSS) along with the Boundary Invasive Species 
Society (BIS) implemented a program in 2013, to educate the public 
on preventing the spread of these harmful AIS. 
 
Christina Lake is in close vicinity of the federal border, which makes 
this water body “high-risk” when it comes to the potential 
introduction of the Zebra and Quagga mussels. These freshwater 
mussels are able to attach to substrates and produce a million 
offspring per year, which plug water intakes and can cause serious 
declines in local fisheries. These mussels have been introduced into at 
least twenty states, and were introduced into Lake Winnipeg two years 
ago where they have been causing major havoc. If these mussels were 
to get into Christina Lake, the impacts would be vast for a lake where recreation and tourism are main drivers of the 
economy. The CLSS has been monitoring for these mussels for eight years using substrate samplers, and two years 
using a plankton haul net.  Fortunately, to date they have not found any mussels. 
 
The Societies are also concerned about other AIS including the American bullfrog (Lithobates catesbeiana) and the Red
-eared slider (Trachemys scripta elegans) that could cause serious declines in native reptile and amphibian populations. 
There are other invasive aquatic plants within Christina Lake that they do not want to spread to other water bodies. 
Such species like the Eurasian watermilfoil (Myriophyllum spicatum), and the newest aquatic plant invader, Curlyleaf 
pondweed (Potamogeton crispus), have made their home in Christina Lake.  
 
Front Cover Photograph: From left to right Spencer Boleak (CBSA), Harry Grewal (CBSA), Chris Buckley (CBSA),  Andrea Schrader (MoE), Gillian 
MacDonald (MoE), Holly Heximer (CLSS), and Heather Ling (CLSS). At the first mandatory watercraft inspection at the Cascade Border Crossing.  

Figure 1: Holly Heximer (CLSS Summer 

Student) showcasing the banner near the turn-
off to Texas Creek Provincial Park, with new 

addition at the bottom. 



There is no way of eradicating the Zebra and Quagga mussels once they have 
been introduced into a lake, so prevention is especially important. The CLSS 
and the BIS have initiated an educational program to share with the public 
some of the disastrous impacts of AIS introduction into lakes. This program 
also encourages boaters, kayakers, canoers, jet skiers, and paddle boarders to 
properly “Clean, Drain, Dry” (CDD) their watercraft. CDD helps to prevent the 
spread of AIS, but it is also important for fishing gear, boating gear, waders, 
and boots which are sometimes neglected. This program which began in 2013 
with the training of staff in Dover, Idaho to learn about the ecology and 
biology of these mussels, as well as, learning how to properly inspect 
watercraft, continued this year. This public outreach involved targeting 
boaters and resorts, as well as those coming into the CLSS Interactive Gallery 
at the Christina Lake Welcome Centre. 

Public Outreach 

Targeting Boaters 
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Figure 2: The sticker from the 

Invasive Species Council of BC that 
was reproduced this year. 

Members of the CLSS and BIS spent 4 hours a day (either 
morning or afternoon), 3 days per week at the Texas Creek 
Provincial Park Boat Launch from July 3, 2015 until August 22, 
2015, providing the public with educational materials 
pertaining to AIS (See Figure 5), as well as looking for 
watercraft coming from “high-risk” areas with Zebra and 
Quagga mussels (see Figure 3). Holly Heximer (CLSS), Ashley 
Lawrence (BIS), and Simon Ryder (CLSS volunteer, Milfoil diver) 
handed out wallet cards which showed the proper way to clean 
boats, rack cards highlighting AIS impacts, fishing license 
holders, boat key chains, and a bulletin describing the 
underwater world of Christina Lake. These members also 
collected data, on the number of boats launching, where they 
were coming from, and whether they stopped to chat. This 
data is summarized in Figures 8 and 9.  
 
A protocol was created in 2013 which was followed again this 
year. This included allowing watercraft owners to approach 
them, rather than going up to these individuals when they 
were in the midst of loading their gear and too busy to have a 
conversation. The majority of the educational materials were 
also produced in 2013, besides the fishing license holders 
which was an addition in 2014, and the “Don’t Let It Loose” 
sticker from the Invasive Species Council of BC which was 
introduced this year. This sticker encourages owners to ensure 
their pets do not escape and cause disastrous  impacts to the 
local ecosystems (see Figure 2). 
 
Staff also had numbers for contacting a local police officer and 
conservation officer should any problems arise at the boat 
launch. These officers were also supplied with the educational 
materials which they circulated when they were out on the 
lake. 

Figure 4:  Holly Heximer (CLSS) & Ashley Lawrence 

(BIS) at the educational booth at the Texas Creek Boat 
Launch. 

Figure 3: The current Zebra and Quagga mussel 

distribution in North America courtesy of USGS. 
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Zebra and Quagga Mussel Monitoring Program 
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Targeting Resorts 

The CLSS has been sampling for mussels since 2007 using substrate samplers, 
which provides a substrate for mussels to attached to. The CLSS and BIS also 
initiated a new mussel sampling protocol in 2014 which involved using a 
plankton haul net, to sample for the larval form of the mussels. 

Interactive Gallery 

The CLSS has an interactive Gallery at the Christina Lake Welcome Centre, 
which saw approximately 2000 visitors this summer. Staff of the Gallery 
informed the visitors about preventing the spread of AIS, and distributed the 
same educational materials that were available at the boat launch.  Staff of 
the Interactive Gallery was also responsible for sharing AIS information on 
social media. The CLSS has a Facebook page, website blog (lakesteward.ca), 
and YouTube channel which they post information pertaining to their AIS 
program.        

Members of the Societies also visited the hotels and resorts in the area again 
this year, and provided the managers with educational materials to hand out 
to their guests. As many of them had heard this news last year from the 
Societies, they were not as receptive, but still agreed to share the 
information with the public.  

Substrate Samplers 

Five substrate samplers (courtesy of Portland State University) were placed in 
high-boat-traffic areas around the lake. The locations are the Texas Creek 
Provincial Park Boat Launch, the RDKB Boat Launch, Schulli’s Resort, Christina 
Lakeside Resort, and a residence beside Skand’s Tent and Trailer Resort (see 
Figure 6). Halfway through the season, one of the samplers went missing at 
Willow Beach Resort (the second one lost/taken from this location), so it was 
moved to Christina Lakeside Resort. These samplers were tested bi-weekly for 
mussels, where staff of the Societies checked for grit (which could be evidence 
of growing mussels), and took scrapings for microscope examination.  

Figure 6: Substrate sampler 

locations around Christina Lake. 

Plankton Haul Net 

A plankton haul net was incorporated into the sampling methodology in 2014. 
This technique for sampling allows earlier detection of mussels in their larval 
form, called veligers. These veligers are microscopic and float in the water 
column until they are ready to attach to a substrate, and can be caught in this 
form using the net as it is dragged through the water. The sample is then 
analyzed using a compound microscope that the CLSS was able to purchase 
through a grant from Mountain Equipment Co-Operative (MEC). This fund also 
enabled the CLSS to purchase an iPad mini to facilitate data entry in the field.   
 
This sampling was done from June to September by CLSS staff bi-weekly at the 
two most-frequented boat launches, Texas Creek Provincial Park Boat Launch 
and the Regional District of Kootenay Boundary (RDKB) Boat Launch on Larson 
Road. This protocol was also incorporated into the Water Quality Sampling 
Protocol which was done bi-weekly throughout the summer The sampling 
methodology involved doing 4 vertical tows from a boat.  

Figure 7: Ashley Lawrence (BIS) 

with a scraping from a substrate 
sampler that will be analyzed 

microscopically 

Figure 5: The front (left) and back 

(right) of the rack card which is 
handed out. 



Of the 327 visitors to the Texas Creek Provincial Park Boat Launch, 31% visited the 
staff at the gazebo to learn about AIS and receive educational materials which is a 
decrease of 1% from 2014. The majority of these boaters (78%) were BC residents, 
whereas 18% were from Alberta. There were also 9 boaters from Washington, 1 
from Alaska, and 1 from the Northwest Territories. Again this year, those visiting the 
gazebo were very receptive to the information that was being presented to them. A 
lot of the visitors had also gone through the roving inspection station funded by the 
Province, which had a pretty large presence at Christina Lake this year (this was 
their first year). There were mixed feelings about these “mandatory” stations, but 
the majority of boaters were happy to see the Province implementing this program 
to protect our lakes and rivers.  

The substrate samplers were free of mussels at all 5 locations (see Appendix B). 
Unfortunately, one sampler was missing at Willow Beach, and the sampler from 
Schulli’s had been dragged on to the beach with docks following their removal. 

Sampling using the plankton haul net also yielded negative results in regards to 
mussel veligers. There was a scare on June 20th, 2015 where a mollusk was detected 
within the sample from the RDKB boat launch. Due to the photo-taking capacity of 
the microscope, a video and photos were taken, and sent to provincial specialists, 
and other university affiliates. Due to the difference in shape and swimming pattern, 
this mollusk was determined to be a native Ostracod. This scare also allowed them 
to make sure the proper protocols were in place when something suspicious comes 
up in a sample. There was also a data gap from the plankton haul data in August 
which was due to fire bombers in the area, and the inability to get on the lake and 
sample safely.  

Results 

Other Highlights of the Program 
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Figure 8: Where boaters on 

Christina Lake are coming from. 

At the beginning of 2015, CLSS was approached by Brynne Morrice regarding filming a documentary about raising 
awareness of the Zebra and Quagga mussels. This documentary was geared towards decision-makers, in hopes of 
implementing mandatory inspections to “Protect Our Freshwater”. CLSS provided funding for this project and was 
part of the filming in Christina lake. This video has since gone viral, and can be viewed on social media or at 
www.protectourfreshwater.ca 

New federal legislation implemented in the spring allowed collaboration between the Canadian 
Border Services Agency (CBSA), Junior Compliance and Enforcement Officers, and the CLSS. The 
new Canadian Aquatic Invasive Species (AIS) Regulations allows CBSA to inspect boats, and they 
could deny entry into Canada if there is a presence of Zebra or Quagga mussels, or other 
species listed in Part 1 of these regulations. Three roving Ministry of Environment Compliance 
and Enforcement Crews were established in BC as well, and one of the crews out of Nelson is 
able to respond to reports of mussel-infestation, and decontaminate these vessels. CLSS was invited to bring 
educational materials to a mandatory boat inspection station held at the Cascade Border Crossing on June 26th. These 
mandatory inspection stations are a great way to educate people on AIS, as they are in high-traffic areas. This also 
facilitated information-sharing and collaboration among the three groups that were in attendance. CLSS also 
participated in another mandatory inspection near the Christina Lake Welcome Centre during the Homecoming 
Festival on July 10th.  

In 2015, the presence of the Northern pike (Esox lucius)  was  confirmed in the Kettle River, and can therefore make 
it’s way into Christina Lake. The CLSS has been educating the public about this fish and some of the effects it can have 
on the local ecosystem, and has asked anyone who catches one to report it right away. The Society has also been 
sharing information with the Colville Confederated Tribes Fisheries Biologists who are working to prevent the spread 
of this voracious invader on the other side of the border.  

Figure 9: The proportion of 

watercraft owners that visited the 
informational booth at the Texas 

Creek Provincial Park Boat Launch. 
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The educational program will continue in 2016, including public outreach at 
the Texas Creek Provincial Park Boat Launch, through the CLSS Interactive 
Gallery, and at special events. The CLSS and BIS will also continue to monitor 
bi-weekly for Zebra and Quagga mussels using a plankton haul net, and 
substrate samplers at high-boat traffic areas. They will also be monitoring 
for other AIS including the American bullfrog, Red-eared sliders and invasive 
aquatic plant species.  

Although staff at the boat launch educational booth were watching for 
watercraft coming from high-risk areas containing mussels by observing 
license plates and boat registration numbers, unless they chose to chat with 
them, staff was unable to discern which waterbodies these boats had been 
in.  Hopefully, the increased presence of the provincial inspection sites in 
2016 will spur on more dialogue between staff and boat owners.  

This program has also encouraged residents to do their own AIS monitoring, 
and in 2015 we had several reports of “mussels” in Christina Lake. 
Fortunately, when staff went to check on these reports, they were found to 
be large native mussels that bury themselves along the shoreline (see Figure 
11). The Societies are hoping for more of these reports which are excellent 
educational opportunities, and show that awareness regarding invasive 
mussels is rising.  

Eurasian watermilfoil is an issue in Christina Lake, and has been pulled by 
scuba divers since the 1980’s. Within the lake are also two native species 
Northern watermilfoil (Myriophyllum sibiricum), and Verticillate watermilfoil 
(Myriophyllum verticillatum). Public outreach in 2016 will also help waterfront property owners’ discern between 
the native and the invasive forms of the watermilfoil (see Figure 12). 
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Figure 11: A native mussel found at 

the mouth of Christina Creek. 

Figure 12: A comparison between 

Northern watermilfoil (left) and Eurasian 
watermilfoil (right). 
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Christina Lake AIS Program 2015 - Plankton Haul Data  
Date Location Sample Site 

Description 
UTM Result (Present/

Absent?) 
Notes 

May 9, 2015 

RDKB Boat Launch East side of lake off 
Larson Rd. off East 
Lake Dr. 

11U 409425 
5439548 

Absent (100 X) 4 vertical tows every 10 metres along shoreline; From a 
boat approximately 10 metres from shoreline and reaching 
6 metres in depth; Very little within sample. 

Texas Creek Boat 
Launch 

East side of lake 
within Gladstone 
Provincial Park 

11U 408765 
5441958 

Absent (100 X) 4 vertical tows every 10 metres along shoreline; From a 
boat approximately 10 metres from shoreline and reaching 
6 metres in depth; Very little zooplankton. 

May 23, 2015 

RDKB Boat Launch East side of lake off 
Larson Rd. off East 
Lake Dr. 

11U 409425 
5439548 

Absent (100 X) 4 vertical tows every 10 metres along shoreline; From a 
boat approximately 10 metres from shoreline and reaching 
6 metres in depth; Not much zooplankton 

Texas Creek Boat 
Launch 

East side of lake 
within Gladstone 
Provincial Park 

11U 408765 
5441958 

Absent (100 X) 4 vertical tows every 10 metres along shoreline; From a 
boat approximately 10 metres from shoreline and reaching 
6 metres in depth; Very little zooplankton. 

June 6, 2015 

RDKB Boat Launch East side of lake off 
Larson Rd. off East 
Lake Dr. 

11U 409425 
5439548 

Absent (100 X) 4 vertical tows every 10 metres along shoreline; From a 
boat approximately 10 metres from shoreline and reaching 
6 metres in depth; Very little zooplankton. 

Texas Creek Boat 
Launch 

East side of lake 
within Gladstone 
Provincial Park 

11U 408765 
5441958 

Absent (100 X) 4 vertical tows every 10 metres along shoreline; From a 
boat approximately 10 metres from shoreline and reaching 
6 metres in depth; Very little zooplankton. 

June 20, 2015 

RDKB Boat Launch East side of lake off 
Larson Rd. off East 
Lake Dr. 

11U 409425 
5439548 

Absent (100 X) 4 vertical tows every 10 metres along shoreline; From a 
boat approximately 10 metres from shoreline and reaching 
6 metres in depth; Mollusc within sample, so checked with 
provincial authorities - found to be an ostracod rather than 
a dressenid. Microscope footage available. 

Texas Creek Boat 
Launch 

East side of lake 
within Gladstone 
Provincial Park 

11U 408765 
5441958 

Absent (100 X) 4 vertical tows every 10 metres along shoreline; From a 
boat approximately 10 metres from shoreline and reaching 
6 metres in depth; Contained copepods, cladocerans, 
rotifers, algae & pollen. 

July 11, 2015 

RDKB Boat Launch East side of lake off 
Larson Rd. off East 
Lake Dr. 

11U 409425 
5439548 

Absent (100 X) 4 vertical tows every 10 metres along shoreline; From a 
boat approximately 10 metres from shoreline and reaching 
6 metres in depth; Cladocerans, copepods & algae. 

Texas Creek Boat 
Launch 

East side of lake 
within Gladstone 
Provincial Park 

11U 408765 
5441958 

Absent (100 X) 4 vertical tows every 10 metres along shoreline; From a 
boat approximately 10 metres from shoreline and reaching 
6 metres in depth; Copepods, cladocerans, Acanthocystis, 
Protozoans. 

July 25, 2015 

RDKB Boat Launch East side of lake off 
Larson Rd. off East 
Lake Dr. 

11U 409425 
5439548 

Absent (100 X) 4 vertical tows every 10 metres along shoreline; From a 
boat approximately 10 metres from shoreline and reaching 
6 metres in depth; Cladocerans, copepods & algae. 

Texas Creek Boat 
Launch 

East side of lake 
within Gladstone 
Provincial Park 

11U 408765 
5441958 

Absent (100 X) 4 vertical tows every 10 metres along shoreline; From a 
boat approximately 10 metres from shoreline and reaching 
6 metres in depth; Cladocerans, copepods & algae. 

August 15, 
2015 

RDKB Boat Launch East side of lake off 
Larson Rd. off East 
Lake Dr. 

11U 409425 
5439548 

Absent (100 X) 4 vertical tows every 10 metres along shoreline; From a 
boat approximately 10 metres from shoreline and reaching 
6 metres in depth; Cladocerans, copepods & algae. 

Texas Creek Boat 
Launch 

East side of lake 
within Gladstone 
Provincial Park 

11U 408765 
5441958 

Absent (100 X) 4 vertical tows every 10 metres along shoreline; From a 
boat approximately 10 metres from shoreline and reaching 
6 metres in depth; Copepods, cladocerans, Acanthocystis, 
Protozoans. 

September 9, 
2015 

RDKB Boat Launch East side of lake off 
Larson Rd. off East 
Lake Dr. 

11U 409425 
5439548 

Absent (100 X) 4 vertical tows every 10 metres along shoreline; From a 
boat approximately 10 metres from shoreline and reaching 
6 metres in depth; Cladocerans, copepods & algae. 

Texas Creek Boat 
Launch 

East side of lake 
within Gladstone 
Provincial Park 

11U 408765 
5441958 

Absent (100 X) 4 vertical tows every 10 metres along shoreline; From a 
boat approximately 10 metres from shoreline and reaching 
6 metres in depth; Cladocerans, copepods & algae. 
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Chistina Lake AIS Program 2015 - Substrate Sampler Data 

Date Location UTM 
Result (Present/

Absent?) 
Notes 

July 3, 2015 

Texas 11U 408765 5439548 Absent Lots of rust, no grit 

Marina 11U 409425 5441952 Absent Lots of rust, no grit 

Schulli's 11U 411822 5433134 Absent Lots of Mysis relicta, no grit 

July 10, 2015 
Merry's 11U 410855 5434438 Absent No grit 

Willow 11U 411385 5433667 Absent No grit 

July 17, 2015 

Texas 11U 408765 5439548 Absent Lots of algae, nematodes, chironomids; no grit 

Marina 11U 409425 5441952 Absent Lots of algae (mainly brown); no grit 

Schulli's 11U 411822 5433134 Absent 
Lots of "worms" and brown/green filamentous algae; 
some cladocerans and copepods; no grit 

Willow 11U 411385 5433667 Absent 
Some worms (possibly nematodes), rotifers,brown 
and green algae; Some copepods and cladocerans; no 
grit 

July 31, 2015 

Texas 11U 408765 5439548 Absent No grit 

Marina 11U 409425 5441952 Absent No grit 

Schulli's 11U 411822 5433134 Absent 
Lots of "worms" and brown/green filamentous algae; 
some cladocerans and copepods; no grit 

Willow 11U 411385 5433667 Absent No grit 

Merry's 11U 410855 5434438 Absent No grit 

August 14, 2015 

Texas 11U 408765 5439548 Absent Lots of filamentous green algae; some sediment 

Marina 11U 409425 5441952 Absent No grit 

Schulli's 11U 411822 5433134 Absent Lots of Mysis relicta, no grit 

Lakeside 11U 411331 5433677 Absent No grit 

Merry's 11U 410855 5434438 Absent No grit 

August 28, 2015 

Texas 11U 408765 5439548 Absent Lots of rust, no grit 

Marina 11U 409425 5441952 Absent No grit 

Schulli's 11U 411822 5433134 Absent No grit 

Lakeside 11U 411331 5433677 Absent No grit 

Merry's 11U 410855 5434438 Absent No grit 

October 8, 2015 

Texas 11U 408765 5439548 Absent Lots of algae, nematodes, chironomids; no grit 

Marina 11U 409425 5441952 Absent Lots of rust, no grit 

Lakeside 11U 411331 5433677 Absent No grit 

Merry's 11U 410855 5434438 Absent No grit 
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